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Jump into navigation The man leading the investigation into Martin Bashir is not a sucker. But he's not interested in finding out whether the laws have been broken in the full guide to weekly television, movies and sports, across terrestrial and digital platforms Andrew Marr gave an A-level essay mapped out the changing attitudes from 1953 to Hustler in Netflix's new chess drama,
some novelists written by genius - and addiction - as sharply as Walter Tevis Cannon and Ball were 1980s TV's unrivalled kings of prfall. But then fame - and money - got in the way as Dark Matter returns, Lin-Manuel Miranda talks about diversity, JK Rowling and #CancelHamilton She has just been evicted from her Chelsea home and her se worldly fortunes are about to be sold
at auction. But he's excited to start over the 15-year leadership of the BBC's Philip Pullman adaptation of the toxic impact of social media on his flippant generation, the indomitable Ab Fab star talks about ending culture, the importance of common sense and fears that the elderly may be forgotten that a TV series of grief and ghostbusting has brought one of Britain's favourite
comedy duos back together with Billions returns, with the actor explaining why he is not interested in playing 007 - or bothered by turning the big 5-0 Man leading the investigation into Martin Bashir is not a sucker. But he's not interested in finding out whether the laws were broken Andrew Marr gave an A-level essay mapped out about changing attitudes from 1953 Use the
interactive tool to find out who other readers are tipping to win Strictly Come Dancing 2020 An A-level essay, in which Marr mapped out changing attitudes from 1953 onwards, doing his best to avoid the obvious faces If we're really ashamed of what we enjoy on screen, prompts film journalist Catherine Bray Four intensive care patients allowed cameras to follow the harrowing
aftermath of contracting Covid-19 - but not all of them have made it it for nine years since the incident between the two players - John Terry moved on, but Ferdinand? Channel 4's sequel to her own Dianagate doc seems unnecessary, despite a convincing interview with the Princess's former private secretary The corkscrew thriller has led us to speculate until the end - but who
killed Elena Alvez? Warning: spoilers The man leading the investigation into Martin Bashir is not a sucker. But he doesn't care if they broke the law, his weekly TV full guide, films and sports, across terrestrial and digital platforms Andrew Marr gave an A-level essay mapped out the changing attitudes from 1953 onwards The new batch of amateur jivers features former Home
Secretary Jacqui Smith, comedian Bill Bailey and YouTuber HRVY Use interactive tool to find out who other readers are tipping to win Strictly Come Dancing 2020 A new BBC series tells the story of the unlikely diplomat who prosecuted one of the seventies' most notorious If you're disappointed with the Christmas TV options on the BBC and ITV, there's plenty more to choose
from across Netflix, Britbox and beyond I couldn't help feeling that viewers have voted for their own experiences over the past seven months The hardest working woman on TV is now the most controversial. Inside rises an outspoken, UN-PC and refreshingly British star Studio crowds have replaced floating heads plucked from Charlie Brooker's feverish imagination. But how does
it feel to be in one piece? A semi-final performance stole the headlines and drew more than 10,000 complaints. What was ITV's plan - if any? He returned after the talent show was postponed four months ago - but does anyone still remember the contestants? Britain's Got Talent judge has become an unlikely style hero on Instagram The new amateur ordulas of the former Home
Secretary, Jacqui Smith, comedian Bill Bailey and YouTuber HRVY Use their interactive tool to find out who the rest of the readers are tipping to win Strictly Come Dancing 2020 It's a mainstream show, but what's pushing as far as we know in his exclusive report, the comedian talks about the tricky Argentine Tango and getting into a Phantom consciousness mode the main
channels serve us with a festive diet repackaged with repeats and depressing lockdown actions. Thank Goodness for Netflix The show had a peak audience of 10.4 million viewers on Tuesday night As a charming series ended as a tight two-horse race between two equally talented bakers The broadcaster of the life of the Danish dream, intricate roads and canoe crocodiles The
20-year-old, who became the show's youngest winner, grew up watching the show The final episode of journalists Dolly Alderton and Pandora Sykes' hit podcast culture today is reduced. It's hard to say goodbye to a week of comedy on Radio 4 celebrated by Tim Brooke-Taylor's rich contribution to one of Radio 4's best ever programs A new podcast from LBC/Global &amp; John
Sweeney explores the life of socialite The Strictly presenter of one of TV's best-known tracks. His promotion of coveted Saturday radios is evident - perhaps too obvious classic shows more popular than new. So how worried should we be, asks Chris Bennion of Radio 4 Can I Still Read Harry Potter? Asked why Rowling's work upsets those who love her best in Viggo Mortensen's
directorial debut, she plays a man facing a sick, homophobic father - and the acting brings James Corden shame on Netflix's tale of alcoholic screenwriter Herman J Mankiewicz and the making of Citizen Kane is nothing more than a masterpiece sleeping with the Pistols, turning down Madonna, bombing Bowie... The director and original posh boy of punk reveals all of the One
Bombshell announcement, Warner Bros releases the full 2021 slate of HBO's Max. Contrary to what you think is good news the full guide to the seven television, movies and sports, across terrestrial and digital platforms Andrew Marr has given an A-level mapped out the changing attitudes from 1953 onwards the new batch of amateur jivers features former Home Secretary Jacqui
Smith, comedian Bill Bailey and YouTuber HRVY After months of uncertainty, who doesn't want to escape into a world where familiar numbers move neat, tidy lines? The Juno star's transition could be a watershed moment for Hollywood and the world. But first, we need to get his name. Thank goodness for Netflix's An A-level essay in which Marr mapped out changing attitudes
from 1953 onwards, doing his best to avoid the obvious faces after months of uncertainty, who doesn't want to escape into a world where familiar numbers move neat, tidy lines? In his exclusive report, the comedian talks about the tricky Argentine tango and getting into a Phantom state of mind with the Viper star ready to fight culture on the war front line. But first, her greater
ambitions for pandemic may be up paid for by the TV channel's best Christmas plans, but she still has some gems on her schedules If we're really ashamed of what we enjoy on screen, prompting film journalist Catherine Bray's Four intensive care patients allowed cameras to follow the harrowing aftermath of contracting Covid-19 - but not all of them made The Juno star transition
could be a watershed moment , Hollywood and the world. But first you need to make your name right Waterhole: Africa Animal Oasis BBC Two, 9pm in this fantastic natural history series, presenter Chris Packham and biologist Ella Al-Shamahi build a brand new, camera-thronged sinkhole from scratch in one of East Africa's bustling game reserves. They hope to study the complex
dynamics of a sinkhole society in six months. It takes a huge logistical effort to get things done and runs in an acceptablely low-impact, creature-friendly way at the Mwiba Wildlife Reserve in Tanzania, but once it's done the results are pretty much immediate - and often respradicating. The very first visitors (a family of mud-seeking orphaned warthogs) will take just 24 hours for
nearly two dozen species - the elephants and impala of the zebra and a wonderful leopard - to begin to take advantage of this vital new resource in the difficult dry season. And as the days go by, it's fascinating to observe that a whole new hierarchy of water use develops - until everything changes in 12 days (and about 40 species) with the arrival of the first lions. Packham,
unsurprisingly, is his element, but newcomer Al-Shamahi provides calm, data-monitoring counter-balance, even with his unlikely enthusiasm for local parasitic wasps. GO Earth at Night in Color Apple TV+ Narrated by Tom Hiddleston and featuring footage filmed across six continents, this eye-popping natural history series uses cutting-edge tech to capture the nightlife of wildlife,
revealing behavior unprecedented in full Griff's Great Australian Adventure ITV, 8pm The last program in an enjoyable series, a parachute jump gives Griff Rhys Jones a unique view of Australia's famous landmark, Uluru, before rushing down to Alice Springs to catch the train that will get him, finally, to Adelaide. Grayson's Art Club Exhibition Channel 4, 8pm Grayson Perry's
warmly inclusive on-screen art club was one of the few spontaneous TV triumphs of the first lockdown. This one-off episode follows preparations for a work exhibition at the Manchester Art Gallery during the series – now, unfortunately, covid imitated. What he thought of Grayson Art Club Walking Scotland's Lost Railways Channel 5, 8pm Rob Bell takes the epic 70-mile route from
Callander and Oban Railway in Scotland - which once ferryed tourists to the heart of the Highlands for more than a century and transferred to Oban from a vital local hub. I'm a celebrity... Get me out of here. Final ITV, 9pm There was some ingenuity in ensuring ITV's most endensive blockbuster entertainer survived the transition from the jungle to the winter medieval castle in
north Wales. But it gave the show a shot in the arm and much anticipation of the outcome of tonight's vote to coronation the first king or queen of the castle. The Sound of TV's Neil Brand's BBC Four, 9pm Film scores have been more attention over the years, but TV soundtracks rightly get credit, with Neil Brand's new three-part celebration of the genre, providing us with some of
the most potent earworms of our time. It is guaranteed to deliver you to other times and places. Top of the Pops: The Story of 1988 BBC 2, 10pm; not Wales The pop-nostalgia clip-fest of the era stock Aitken Waterman, dancehall ragga and acid house, interviews and performances by Matt Goss, Jason Donovan, Wendy James, Wayne Hussey, All About Eve and Wee Papa Girl
Rappers. GO Godmothered (2020) ★★★ Disney + This suitly unusual fantasy comedy, directed by Sharon Maguire in Bridget Jones' Diary, tells the story of a young godmother in training in a magical world called The Motherland. He discovers that godmothers are in danger of disappearing and goes on a mission to prove that they are still needed. Jillian Bell is well cast as a
bubbly driver, delivering all the sweets and light you'd expect from Disney at Christmas. Mank (2020 b/w) ★★★★★ Netflix's David Fincher directs this biographical drama about well-known screenwriter Herman J. Mankiewicz, who co-wrote citizen kane with Orson Welles. The film reveals the struggle between credit as Welles tried to keep his partner's name out of the picture. It's
a beautifulshot, measured by dive into the corruption and engotism of Hollywood's golden age. Gary Oldman stars. Dolittle (2020) ★★ Sky Movies Premiere, 8pm Robert Downey Jr's passion piece based on Hugh Lofting's classic novel, The Voyages of Doctor Dolittle, is a cautionary tale for all American actors who think they are Welsh accent. Downey plays the eponymous,
animal-communicating doctor with an unwanted comic effect in this embarrassing family adventure movie. The doctor and a series of animal accomplices go on a journey to find a magical cure for Queen Victoria. Saturday 5 December Raised by Wolves Sky Atlantic, from 9pm The Amazing Ridley Scott (Alien) is a prime movement behind an interesting new HBO sci-fi series
created by Aaron Guzikowski. Scott's unique directorial skills put us off to a hypnotic start (he directs the first two tonight in three episodes), thrillingly defining how a pair of pre-programmed androids, known simply as Mom (Amanda Collin) and Dad (Abub Salim), arrive on an abandoned planet - to set up a new colony, breeding children's human embryos following a devastating
religious war on Earth. All we know is that someone sent them on the losing atheist side. However, after a promising start for androids, things are not progressing as planned. One eventuality is flagged when youngest child Campion (Winta McGrath) announces a voiceover: All the bad things that have happened are not their fault. The future is invisible, even for androids. But what
fascinating androids, especially mothers, who can do extraordinary things when pushed. And that's when the sparks fly, as despite their often gentle, near philosophical tone, the mat regularly gets twisted from under us moments of intense action and high emotions. GO Jungle Mystery: Lost Kingdoms on Amazon Channel 4, 6.30pm In this seductive new series, presenter Ella Al-
Shamahi weighs in on evidence of new technologies that can see through trees that suggests for thousands of years, giant cities and civilizations inhabited by the now largely empty Amazon rainforest. Strictly Come Dancing ON BBC One, 7.25pm There's never more lipstick, glitz and fashionable footwork than Musicals Week - that tonight's opening routine was inspired by Priscilla,
Queen of the Desert - and with a spot in next week's semi-final waving, the remaining couples will be desperate to impress. What do you think of Strictly Come Dancing Britain's Most Historic Towns Channel 4, 7.30pm Alice Roberts heads to Glasgow for this episode. It examines the city's rapid industrialization in the 18th and 19th century. Michael McIntyre's The Wheel BBC One,
8.30pm Carol Vorderman, Karim Zeroual, Professor Green and Gemma Collins are among the swivel celebrities helping McIntyre spin the wheel tonight with fortune-seeking contestants. It'll Be Alright on the Night ITV, 8.30pm David Walliams selects TV clangers over the past year, including on-air blunders from Robbie Williams, Craig Revel Horwood and Stormzy. Britain's wildest
Weather Channel 4, 8.30pm Highs and lows from a year of menopausal extremes, unparalleled heat of unparalleled rain, a personal account of life through one of the worst floods in decades, the strange landslide and wildfire that destroyed a key British nature reserve. Marina Abramovic will take over TV Sky Arts, at 9pm Although her Royal Academy retrospective has been
postponed by the pandemic, the feted performer is gaining a lot of TV attention this year. Having enjoyed the excellent Imagine... profile in October, here he becomes the first artist in history to take over the entire television channel. Mission: explore for more than five hours on air, the themes of his art through archive clips, live and live performances. GO Mulan (2020) ★★★
Disney + The latest animated-to-live-action remake of the most powerful studio of them all was designed to open in UK cinemas a week before the lockdown, but ended up at Disney+ in September. The Shame - Nick Caro's swoopingly shot epic really needs the big screen to take it down. He tells the story of the free-spirited Hua Mulan (Yifei Liu), who disguises himself as a man
in order to enlist the imperial Chinese army instead of his elderly father. Emma (2020) ★★★ Sky Cinema Premiere, 8pm Autumn de Wilde's adaptation is glamorously shot, but thanks to the lain central performance of Anya Taylor-Joy (The Queen's Gambit) as Emma, the photographer's debut film often feels like a foppish fashion shoot. The supporting cast, including Miranda Hart
and Bill Nighy, are doing their best to give a little impetus to the relaxed process. A pleasant hour and nice to watch, but it's as breezy as the Regency dandy. Dirty God (2019) ★★★★★ BBC Two, 10pm The fantastically vital and absorbing performance of debutant actress Vicky Knight is the engine of this huge drama by Dutch director Sacha Polak. This is the story of young
Londoner Jade (Knight), who survived an acid attack on her ex-partner and father's child and is now leaving hospital to face a beauty-obsessed world. Her shoplifting mother (Katherine Kelly) does her best to help. Sunday 6 December One man and his shoes BBC 2, 10pm; N Ireland, 11am Those who watched The Last Dance, the Netflix series with Michael Jordan and the
Chicago Bulls, may feel they have nothing more to say about basketball's biggest stars. They'd be wrong, as this fascinating film proves. Taking the creation of the iconic Air Jordan trainers as a starting point, Yemi Bamiro's documentary delves deep into the way the Jordan connection helped raise Nike, the company behind the shoes, the trainer he ran in big, mega lucrative
leagues thanks to his willingness to take risks, and a series of memorable commercials filmed by director and avid Air Jordan fan Spike Lee, himself a rising star at this point. It's not all shoes and sunlight, however. Bamiro's film is best when you look at how a strategy deliberately designed to ensure exclusivity led, unwittingly, to murders across America of teenagers killing each
other in a couple Air Jordan-related murder apparently occurred in Colorado last September: watching this interesting and intelligent film can't help but want to be cut back by some marketing guff and placed at the heart of that harrowing and bizarre tragedy. SH A Very Country Christmas ON BBC One, 10.30am; Scotland, at noon Ellie Harrison and Angellica Bell look at Christmas
traditions across the UK. The duo will start in the Highlands, where they will interview a Christmas tree farmer before learning about advent preparations. Jamie: Keep Cooking on Christmas Channel 4, 8pm Jamie Oliver's Christmas Cookbook remains one of the best guides around the season, filled full of top-notch tips. This two-parter focuses on the current crisis, looking at how
to create a celebratory feast during the pandemic. His Dark Materials BBC One, 8.10pm Events take a darker turn this week as Will (Amir Wilson) and Lyra (Dafne Keen) discover that even the smallest measures can have wide-ranging consequences. Meanwhile, Ariyon Bakare continues to steal the show as Lord Boreal - the scenes of Ruth Wilson's Mrs Coulter in a subtle,
spiteful dance. What do you think of his Dark Materials ep 4 Small Axe: Alex Wheatle's BBC One, 9pm Perhaps the hardest episode to watch in this outstanding series, Alex Wheatle tells the true story of how the theme went from children's homes to prison to bestselling author. Anchored by a raw performance by Sheyi Cole, the episode doesn't pull punches examining how young
black men belittled society. Gary Barlow's Night At The Museum ITV, 9pm The former Take That singer continues his transition from an easy entertainment king with this one-off special at London's Natural History Museum. Guests include Michael Bublé. We Love Dad's Army Channel 5, 9pm David Croft and Jimmy Perry's lovable sitcom about a b-handed Home Guard patrol
remains one of the nation's favourite comedies. It trots through why it doesn't cover new ground, but it's fun to watch as famous fans pick their favorite scenes and catchphrases. At the South Bank Show Sky Arts, at 10.45am I feel as if I've been fully focused on poetry, states Melvyn Bragg at the end of this fascinating portrait of poet, writer and actor, Benjamin Zephaniah. But, as
Zephaniah points out, poetry is the key to his soul. Featuring vivid clips of his performance, the result is an attractive, informative film. SH Apollo 13 (1995) ★★★★★ ITV, 2.55pm Houston, has a problem. Director Ron Howard collects some big Hollywood names (Tom Hanks, Bill Paxton, Kevin Bacon, Gary Sinise and Ed Harris) for this meaty account of the perilous 1970 Apollo
13 mission to the moon. Hanks plays command pilot Jim Lovell, whose crew faces being stranded in space without oxygen when the ship catastrophically fails. It's fascinating and really nail-biting. Peter Rabbit (2018) ★★ Channel 4, 5.10pm Will Gluck turns Beatrix Potter bunny hero into a CGI villain, James Corden the titled role. His feuds with the new new Thomas McGregor
(Domhnall Gleeson) and Hankers after neighbor Bea (Rose Byrne), but the (literally) explosive plot is too hectic for the Potter world, and Corden is simply mistakenly - Peter Rabbit was never meant to be this brash. A dose of Myxomatosis would be fine. One for the kids. The Workshop (2017) ★★★ BBC Four, 10.10pm A twist on the 2006 film The Class, directed by Laurent
Cantet and screenwriter Robin Campillo made us into the thick of an elaborate class skirmish. The summer creative writing exercise - develop a murder mystery - is becoming increasingly fractious as racial tensions boil over. Marina Foïs plays Olivia, the novelist who tries to keep control. The band took a backdrop as the story progressed, but the issues raised are much to the
viewers' concerns. Monday 7 December The vicar of Dibley at Lockdown BBC One, 8.50pm Following a brief skit on The Big Night In, Dawn French buxom pastor Geraldine Granger returns with three more lockdown shorts quoting the same mix of cheeky innocence and complete filth, each delivered with a straight face and a collar and written once more by Richard Curtis. A
combination of Zoom sermons with devotees and familiar faces (in this case James Fleet's beautiful but boring Hugo Horton), the setting allows for careful trial of off-screen sadness (Owen Newitt and Alice Tinker, as played by the late Roger Lloyd-Pack and Emma Chambers, admit but not seen), although Geraldine's husband Harry (Richard Armitage) is so striking in his
absence. Amid the hair disasters and jokes about chocolate, the highlight comes from an exchange between Geraldine and some local elementary school children over the relative merits of Dynamo and Jesus Christ. For the most part, the gags are middling and painsily telegraphed more than ever - they are bewildered by the series' huge success remains convinced - but the
underlying message of kindness is just the skirts of Curtis's usual sentimentality, while the French throw themselves into her usual gusto. GT Leonardo - the Works Sky Arts, 7pm Phil Grabsky's exceptional series exhibition on screen continues this closing half of a documentary about the ultimate polymath, which each works at the Last Supper Mona Lisa is something like the time
they deserve and putting the stories behind them in context. Luxury Christmas Less Channel 4, 8pm Sabrina Grant and Helen Skelton are exploring the trade secrets behind saving money without sacrificing quality, discussing with supermarket experts and retail psychologists the pros and cons of discount stores, spending more on luxury food and the pitfalls of party snacks. Air
Warriors: F18 Smithsonian Channel, 8pm Established interest in military hardware is optional, but it will certainly help with this documentary about the U.S. Navy's deadliest jet fighter, the Super Hornet. This includes some truly exciting cockpit footage. Coronation Street: 60 unforgettable years on ITV, Remember Emily Perkins? In 1973, she pampered the cobblestones of
Weatherfield for only eight episodes, but the actress who played her, Joanna Lumley, recounts this celebration. Expect anecdotes from the cast including William Roache, Michelle Keegan and Julie Hesmondhalgh. Euphoria: Trouble Don't Always Last Sky Atlantic, 9 p.m. Zendaya reprises her Emmy-winning role as recovering drug addict Rue in the first two episodes of bridging
season one and two hallucinatory, brutal and unapologetically candid drama. Tonight, Rue's Christmas celebrations undermine her concerns about Jules's (Hunter Schafer) setback. It's a festive treat for fans of the show. Red penguins; Murder, money and ice hockey: Storyville BBC Four, 10am Gabe Polsky documentary about a stranger as a fiction tale by an unlikely band of
hockey fans (Michael J. Fox and film producer Howard Baldwin among them) investing in the legendary Red Army team amid the chaos of Russia in the post-Soviet years. Gangster capitalism, beer-quaffing bears and publicity-hungry mascots feature in a story that begins with the knockabout comedy before heading somewhere completely darker. GT The Belles of St Trinian's
(1954, b/w) ★★★★ BBC Two, 3pm The first of four films based on the drawings of Ronald Searle sets the scene for the bankrupt school with its inexperienced teachers and fearsomely unruly girls. Alastair Sim is amazing as the hapless headmistress (and head bookmaker's brother), while George Cole spiv Flash Harry and Joyce Grenfell as a policewoman are spot on. The Blue
Murder is tomorrow at 3:05 p.m. Pure Hell follows on Wednesday at 3pm. Mantle and Dagger (1946, b/w) ★★★★ Talking Pictures TV, 6.50pm Gary Cooper plays a dashing nuclear physicist whose mission is to rescue a former colleague from a Swiss sanatorium going horribly wrong in Fritz Lang's thrilling spy thriller, which is set towards the end of World War II. Cooper is bound
to lie low in an Italian farmhouse with a resistance leader, played by Lilli Palmer, but the film's most memorable scene is a vicious struggle to the death of an Italian fascist. The Magnificent Seven (2016)★★★ Channel 5, 10am Antoine Fuqua's violent remake of John Sturges' 1960s western move from the action from Mexico to America: the border town of Rose Krick, which finds
itself held to ransom by a mocking industrialist (Peter Sarsgaard) who uses locals as forced labor in the mine. Seven heroes with deadly abilities come with the support of the battled community. Denzel Washington and Chris Pratt star. Tuesday 8 December The Royal Variety Performance 2020 ITV, 8pm Rumours that this year's performance could be cancelled due to the
pandemic, were clearly exaggerated. Aside from world war ii, the event was cancelled only once in its long history: in 1956, in response to fears of an attack on London in the middle of the Suez crisis (a cancellation that is said to have left Liberace in tears on stage.) he said inevitably things would be different this year with lovely comedian Jason Manford hosting the event at the
historic Blackpool Opera House in front of a virtual audience. And in the absence of royal attendees, the Prince of Wales sends a videolink message instead. Among the spectacular delights on offer are performances by Sheridan Smith in Cilla: The Musical, and Frozen: The Musical cast, including star Samantha Barks. The line-up also features inspirational captain Sir Thomas
Moore, who joins forces with (from home) Michael Ball for a rendition of the chart-topping You'll Never Walk Alone, Gary Barlow, rising star Celeste, West End sensation Marisha Wallace and Kenyan acrobats the Black Blues Brothers. Plus, of course, this year's Britain's Got Talent winner Jon Courtenay, among others. Enjoy. GO For the Love of Britain ITV, 7.30pm Julia Bradbury
takes on England's third highest peak, Helvellyn, as the adventurer hit the Lake District. Ben Fogle's climb goes in the opposite direction – into the stomach of the Honister shale mine, while Ade Edmondson takes life lightly aboard the steamer at Ullswater. The Truth about Amazon: Can You Trust It This Christmas? Channel 4, 9 The final program of the series Helen Skelton and
Sabrina Grant show where you can find hidden discounts on premium brand products, explore mysterious Amazon packages that have never been ordered, and offer a handy guide to buying games. Accused: Trial on Outback Channel 5, 9pm In-depth look at Australia's infamous ding baby case in which pastor wife Lindy Chamberlain was jailed for the murder of her nine-month-
old daughter, who she claimed had been snatched away by wild dogs in 1980. It took him more than three decades to get acquitted. It ends tomorrow. The Banksy Job Sky Arts, 9pm An entertaining 2016 film documenting - in his own words - how self-proclaimed art terrorist AK47 (aka former acid-house rave promoter Andy Link) set to remove street artist Banksy's 10ft sculpture
The Drinker from a central London thoroughfare in 2004 (demanded a ransom; Banksy offered £2). I didn't steal it, he explains. I took it. Banksy left it on the street. Then what's all the fuss about? Barbara Rubin and the exploding NY Underground Sky Arts, 10:30 this portrait of New York's avant-garde art and film scene from the early 1960s exemplifies the briefly burning career of
charismatic young filmmaker Barbara Rubin - a friend of the greatest and brightest underground stars andy warhol allen ginsberg. His influential two-reeler Christmas on Earth, made when he was just 18, offers evidence of potential that, unfortunately, has never quite been met. Great Art ITV, 10.45pm; Scottish, 11.05am The fascinating edition delves into personal obsession and
changing tastes of art, exploring the world's largest collection of paintings by Renoir - the Barnes Foundation in Philadelphia - and what it reveals about how, regardless of its greatness their reputations and work can be respected and revered in equal proportions. GO Scrooged (1988) ★★★★ Comedy Central, 9pm The Blacker Than the Black Spin of Christmas Vocals, this Bill
Murray vehicle has experienced a resurg revival in recent years, in part because of Murray's own appearance as a beloved cult figure. It's a decidedly 1980s take on the Dickens classic, with Murray cast as an ugly, yuppy-like television boss visited by three ghosts in preparation for Christmas. Karen Allen plays her love interest, while David Johansen is unforgettable as The Ghost
of Christmas Past. The Bourne Legacy (2012) ★★★★ ITV4, 10am This Bourne film minus Bourne is a clever sideways move to the franchise, overlapping the story of a new rogue agent (Jeremy Renner) within the time frame of the last two films. Renner picks up where Matt Damon left off, bringing sweat, gringiness and irresistible momentum. The screenwriter of the original
trilogy, Tony Gilroy, takes the wheel with some sense, and it's a nifty model for fast, unpredictable storytelling. The Green Mile (1999) ★★★★ Channel 5, 10.30pm Tom Hanks stars in this adaptation of Stephen King's entrancing novel. A stolid Death Row prison guard (Hanks) has been shaken by the arrival of a black convict (Michael Clarke Duncan) who is accused of child
murder and rape - and seemingly supernatural powers. It's easier than Frank Darabont's previous prison film, Prisoners of Hope, but pleasantly gruesome. Intelligent and thoughtful chills. Wednesday 9 December Coronation Street/Queens of the Street ITV, 7.30pm/9pm Coronation Street birthday week is in full swing, with ITV turning more than two hours of prime time on the soap
opera day turning 60. First, the hour-long episode delivers a pair of climactic set pieces. The Metcalfes' plotline comes to a head when disgruntled Geoff (Ian Bartholomew) takes effect in revenge for the Nazirs in a patch of arson that culminates in a tense rooftop showdown. And eighty-year-old Ken Barlow (William Roache) has his own heroic Tiananmen space-style moment
when he pits himself against a digger sent to knock down the historic brewery. Everything's changed a little since 1960, hasn't it, Ken? At 9 p.m., there's a tribute to the soap's feisty and funny women in Queens of the Street, where current and former stars share anecdotes and stories. There is much legitimate back-slap through the soap's pioneering exploitation of the British New
Wave on TV - in 1960 putting Northern women first and centre of the story was groundbreaking. Corrie's stars point out that she has been ahead of the curve ever since, highlighting issues such as transgenderism and forced control. Overall, it's a joyous celebration of the soap trick for creating witty, sharp-tongued matriarchs. VP Kirstie's Handmade Christmas Channel 4, 5
Nightly Crafting by Kirstie Allsopp offers a reassuring end to the working day as well as ingenious ideas for Christmas titivation. Tonight we learn the secret to fabric flowering and how family can make a paper decoration. Harlots BBC 2, 8pm Fans can feel comfortable cheated that the bosom of georgian madams won't sing up any more after tonight's series three finale because
Harlots has since axed it. The swan song from the female slanted period piece sees Anne (Ellie Heydon) give up her child Blayne (Julian Rhind-Tutt) and Lady Isabella (Liv Tyler) bringing down the enemy. Christmas in New York: Inside the Plaza Channel 4, 9pm Cameras follow employees of the luxurious New York hotel (once owned, of course, by Donald Trump) as they deck
the halls for Christmas last year. The glittering voice-over rebecca front dishes up a bag of eye-popping facts and figures in this hilarious documentary. The Good Lord Sky Atlantic, 9pm Ethan Hawke concludes with a barnstorming turn like John Brown in this clever reimagining of thebolicionist tale, said through the eyes of a (fictional) black child. Tonight comes the audacious raid
that sealed Brown's fate with quieter contemplation. Unmuted Sky Arts, 10pm Between tonight's titbits of the youth skewed art show in an interview with ebullient TV personality Big Zuu - the same week he got a Christmas special for Dave - and Joe Forrester look at the so-called eliminating the culture's impact on the arts. Meet the Richardsons Christmas Dave, 10pm Comedy
couple Jon Richardson and Lucy Beaumont follow the first series of the marital mockumentary with this two-part special. Richardson's misanthropic kvetches about their holiday plans are a comically depressing half hour. MOBO Awards 2020 BBC One, 10.45pm; Wales, at 11.10am Although the great Wembley bash celebrates the MOBOs back after three years had to be
cancelled, it was also restaged in a Covid-enabled manner. Gongs will be given to those excelling in the field of music of black origin, at a ceremony hosted by Maya Jama and Chunkz. Vp Rose Island (2020) ★★★★ Netflix This comedy-drama by Italian filmmaker Sydney Sibilia looks like a real treat: a dreamy young engineer (Elio Germano) decides to own an island off the
coast of Italy and declare independence. Cue many free-spirited carousing with their rickety platform structure and some very grumpy government bureaucrats who want to shut it down. The anarchic rock 'n' roll spirit (and soundtrack) of the reminsicient Richard Curtis in The Boat That Rocked. Last Train from Gun Hill (1959) ★★★ Film4, 5pm There are no hidden depths to this
west that is plotting or emotion. Kirk Douglas plays Matt Morgan, an American marshal whose wife is raped and killed; One of the two culprits is Rick Belden (Earl Holliman), son of Morgan's old palCraig (Anthony Quinn). Morgan wants revenge, and he's ready to shoot; Craig Belden wants to protect his son, and you know what? So is he. - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, not
American Hustle (2013) ★★★★ Channel 4, 12.25pm David O Russell capers feel like the movie he's spent his career warming up and making a serious piece of filmmaking. Irving Bale) Bale) his partner Sydney (Amy Adams) are con artists who were blackmailed by FBI agent Richie DiMaso (Bradley Cooper) to help with his investigation. Some of these actually happened,
reading a title card and more specifically spoiling the fun. Watch out for the scene in which Jennifer Lawrence destroys the microwave. Thursday 10 December Tin Star: Liverpool Sky Atlantic, 9pm &amp; 10pm Remains thoroughly over-the-top, but there is something strangely addictive about Rowan Joffé's modern west. After starting the small town of Little Big Bear in the
Canadian Rockies, where Tim Roth's mild-mannered new police chief quickly turned out to be a ruthless killer with his wife, Angela (Genevieve O'Reilly), and daughter Anna (Abigail Lawrie), who proved equally laid-back murder, the third and final series now sees the Worth family heading back to their hometown of Liverpool, where debts need to be settled. Of course, the moment
they arrive in the city people line up to bump them up, thanks primarily to malicious crime boss and real estate king Mickey Ryan (Ian Hart), who has very personal reasons for wanting all of Worths, but especially Angela, dead. Throw into the mix a very awkward encounter between Jack and his former handler (Tanya Moodie) and a complicated relationship with former
whistleblower Mary (Joanne Whalley), and the stage is set for a typically bloody final showdown. Joffé's close script leaves the violence with just enough humor, and the opening episode is beautifully done, but it's really about the calm interaction between Roth, O'Reilly and Lawrie. SH Discovery: Harvey Keitel Sky Arts, 7pm The film series finishes high with this thorough profile of
Harvey Keitel. He takes on his electrifying roles as Mean Streets and taxi driver, right down to his memorable turns at Reservoir Dogs, Pulp Fiction and piano. Just don't mention the insurance commercials. Nadiya's American Adventure bbc one, 8pm The likeable Nadiya Hussain returns with a two-part guide to the kitchen of California and Louisiana. We kick off New Orleans,
where we learn how to King Cake, before cooking the Cajun-inspired roasted caterer and going down the beaten path to meet those who still suffer in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Snackmasters: Quavers Channel 4, 8pm Fred Sirieix - determined to ruin his favourite dishes by exploring what's really in them - tonight focuses on the Quaver crisp; Anna Haugh, head chef at
Myrtle in London, and Aktar Islam, who runs Birmingham Opheem, should recreate it. New Elizabethans Andrew Marr BBC Two, 9pm This documentary series continues to cramm rather too much information in an hour, although this week is more balanced. The focus is on Europe: it examines everyone, from Elizabeth David to Lieutenant Colonel Colin Mitchell, also known as
Mad Mitch, whose actions at the Yemeni port of Aden have caused a scandal. Taskmaster Channel 4, 9pm This comedy game show remains a goofy and fun balm underneath hard times - and a clear hit with the new home of Channel 4. In this penultimate episode, the title of champion tantalizingly in their grasp, the celebrity contestants tackle another series of ridiculous
challenges that include Mawaan Rizwan volleying oranges, Katherine Parkinson counting plastic bullets, and even Richard Herring's bloodon. A Christmas special looms. What do you think of Taskmaster Celebrity Crystal Maze Channel 4, 10 Tonight brave celebrities trying to win time at the Crystal Dome - and money stand up to cancer - with actress Tamzin Outhwaite, cricketer
Phil Tufnell, celebrity doctor Ranj Singh, comedian Joel Dommett and Made in Chelsea's Francis Boulle. Host Richard Ayoade looks decidedly under-whelmed by collective efforts. SH Brooklyn (2015) ★★★★★ BBC Four, 8pm With this pulse-accelerator Irish immigrant tale, adapted from Colm Tóibín's novel, director John Crowley pulled off something special. Drifting into fifties
New York, young Eilis (Saoirse Ronan) meets sweet Italian-American Tony (Emory Cohen) - but Eilis's roots are called home. In a heartbreaking performance by Ronan in the middle, Brooklyn is an emotional masterpiece of the psychological toll of leaving home forever. Planes, Trains and Automobiles (1987) ★★★★ Film4, 11pm The farcical yet poignant festive comedy about
the brilliant John Hughes starring Steve Martin and John Candy. A whimsy businessman (Martin) and a buffoon salesman (Candy) meet when the plane from Chicago is grounded because of snow. With Thanksgiving looming, the unlikely couple are forced to find an alternative route home, which is on cue from many blunders. The Beguiled (2017) ★★★★ BBC Two, 11.30pm
This sensational adaptation of Thomas P Cullinan's novel, by screenwriter and director Sofia Coppola, whose latest film On the Rocks came out last month, is set in Civil War-era rural Virginia, where a wounded union soldier (Colin Farrell) is seeking refuge in a girls' school. In Coppola's low-key hands, it's a slender, witheringly funny moral tale in which brotherhood is destabilized
by one man with terrible consequences – for him. Friday 11 December Stirling Moss: The Uncrowned King of F1 Sky documentaries, 9pm Bearing the imprimatur of two-time Bafta award winner Morgan Matthews and production company Minnow Films (The Fallen, 7/7: One Day in London), this game-length documentary directed by Francis Longhurst profiles one of the greats of
the early days of Formula One racing, who died this year at the age of 90. A few weeks after Lewis Hamilton won a record-equal seventh title, it feels like a particularly timely moment to look at the career of Stirling Moss, widely regarded as the best driver ever to win the Formula One Drivers' Championship. The prodigy, who arguably became Britain's first major sporting superstar,
Moss competed for 14 years. In the seven seasons from 1955 to 1961, Moss finished second four times and third on the other. A year later, he was involved in an accident in Goodwood that put him in a coma for 38 days and partially paralyzed him for six months. While his later career off the track was less wreathed and considerably less dangerous - motor racing commentary on
US television, the cameo appearance of Casino Royale, narrator of the Channel 5 cartoon Roary the Racing Car - results cast a long shadow. GT Jo Brand's How to Stay Sane in a Mad World Channel 4, 8pm continuation of her Friday night resident on Channel 4 after the end of Extra Slice, Jo Brand has joined the famous faces to introduce an A-Z guide to staying physically and
mentally healthy, with tips ranging from gardening to QR codes. Sinkhole: Africa Animal Oasis BBC Two, 9pm The hyenas take over both the sinkhole and this episode of the nature series, which is set to allow extremely intimate insight into animal behaviour, without the inherent cheesy Penguin: Spy in the Huddle and Mtsai. At the hottest time of the year, predators find weak and
depleted prey: a tense standoff occurs. Cornwall's Most Scenic Railway Journeys Channel 5, 9pm The title is a bit of a misnomer, but the views are arguably picturesque, as seen in a vintage statesman carriage. Tonight's trip is to a Devonian, from Dawlish to Kingswear, but we are also taking in rail restoration businesses and gardens on St Michael's Mountain. In The Sound of
TV's Neil Brand BBC Four, 9pm Completely immune to snobbishism, music scientist Neil Brand is the perfect host of this trawl through the idents and jingles that remain an immovable feature of television. The dose of nostalgia is strong, but Brand and his assembled experts cautiously argue for the continued significance and artistry found in the disposable, Countdown theme that
I want to teach the world to Sing. Dionne Warwick on BBC Four, 10 From her final performances in Burt Bacharach and Hal David classics through yet another collaboration with the Bee Gees (Heartbreaker) and Elton John (That's What Friends Are For), Dionne Warwick's long and varied career gets fully perfused with this archive review. Emin/Munch: Between the Hour and Bed
BBC Two, 11.20am While Tracey Emin's recent interviews focused on her cancer diagnosis, her latest project demonstrates her determination to keep working. This documentary, like the contemporary Royal Academy exhibition, explores the link between Emin and her great hero Edvard Munch, especially through their film and photographic work. GT I'm Your Woman (2020)
Amazon Prime's Rachel Brosnahan, the highly attractive lead in Amazon's highly hit comedy drama series The Wonderful Mrs Maisel, plays a bored housewife in this flashy new 1970s-set crime drama, directed by Julia Hart. Jean (Brosnahan) is forced into the run with the baby after her criminal husband betrayed her partner. It's a pacy and well executed, if not very imaginative,
thriller. Arinzé Kene, American City Blake and Bill Heck are stars. The Prom (2020) Netflix This sugarcane all-star Christmas candy on Netflix is directed by Ryan Murphy (Glee, Ratched) and features such obscure names as Meryl Streep, Nicole Kidman and James Corden. Based on the hit Broadway play, it's about a quartet of already-former actors who visit the small Indiana
town to help a lesbian teenager who has been barred from attending her prom. Expect lots of hilarious song-and-dance tracks and mixing doses of progressive values. The Mercy (2017) ★★★ BBC Two, 9pm The tragic story of Donald Crowhurst's bid to win the round-the-world yacht competition in 1969 dramatised by James Marsh. Colin Firth gives one of the finest performances
in recent years, digging into one's lost soul, while Rachel Weisz is typically strong but gets too little to do as Crowhurst's wife, Clare. Marsh's direction relies heavily on the creaking, rattling sound design that put us in the head space with a strong isolation at sea. Saturday 12 December Strictly Come Dancing ON BBC One, 7pm It may be a cliché to say, but Strictly Come Dancing
has provided a welcome tonic after a particularly distressing year. Tonight is the semi-final night and while it wasn't known at the time of the publication, which pair would make up the last five, one thing to be sure is that it's a particularly well cast season, full of likeable personalities and welcome surprises. Among these main was the joy that comedian and Telegraph columnist Bill
Bailey brought to any new challenge. Her willingness to handle all sorts of dances, coupled with the joy partner Oti Mabuse clearly takes on the challenge for her, means that she should be one of the favourites to be in the mix tonight. Who will join her: the vowel-a-phobic social media star HRVY, a solid, if not particularly inspirational dancer, is likely to expect fan support to get her
through. As for the rest: EastEnders star Maisie Smith is talented but has struggled in later stages, JJ Chalmers has scrapped hard to get it so far, while reality star Jamie Laing and TV presenter Ranvir Singh both benefit from blossoming chemistry with their partners and can easily get through the latter stage. SH CBeebies Presents: Christmas In Storyland CBeebies, 9:30 As all
parents of toddlers know, the CBeebies Christmas special, a pantomime adventure starring many channel favorites, is something of a blessing. This year, Dillydally the Delivery Elf (Andy Day) undertakes a dangerous journey. Taiya Samuel, aka JoJo from JoJo &amp; Gran Gran, narrated. Jungle Mystery: Lost Kingdoms on Amazon Channel 4, 7.30pm Ella Al-Shamahi continues
her journey to the heart of the Amazon in search of archaeological secrets. This week, it's in the Colombian jungle, where the Farc guerrilla group once waged a deadly war. They disbanded in 2017 and there is an uneasy truce, but it's still not an easy road. Britain's most historyable cities 4, 8.30pm I do not deny the importance of this week's historic city as Alice Roberts heads to
the Scottish capital, Edinburgh. With Edinburgh Castle's infamous black dinner for body snatchers Burke and Hare, this city has any number of stories - and Roberts has a great deal of fun exploring them. Princess Alice: The Royals' Greatest Secret Channel 5, 8.35pm Princess Alice of Battenberg was brought back to public attention last year by The Crown. Now here's an
excellent opportunity to separate the show's considerable artistic permission for the truth of the Duke of Edinburgh's mother. Queen Victoria's great-granddant Princess Alice was born deaf, diagnosed with schizophrenia and sent to a mental institution. She managed to leave and serve as a military nurse before protecting Jewish refugees during the Holocaust and founding the
order of nuns. The Valhalla Murders BBC Four, 9pm The spotted but very watchable Icelandic detective series ends with this double bill which see Kata (Nína Carrion Filippusdóttir) ignoring all the rules of her determination to get justice for the dead boys. The Jonathan Ross Show on ITV, 9.30pm Something of a coup for the chat show host as superstar US rapper Megan Thee
Stallion joins her on the sofa for the first episode of the new series. What he's going to do with his other mates, including David Walliams, Robbie Williams and Micky Flanagan, is anyone's guess. SH The BFG (2016) ★★★★★ BBC One, 2.45pm Roald Dahl's Big Friendly Giant and Steven Spielberg's natural bedfellows: they both take on nightmares that light up, bottle them up
and puff them into children's heads, albeit in different media outlets. It's a small surprise, then, that this is a beautifully detailed masterpiece. Sophie (Ruby Barnhill) catches BFG (Mark Rylance) at work and takes her to Giant Country, where she has to deal with her man-eating siblings. The Untouchables (1987) ★★★★ BBC Two, 9pm Brian De Palma's thrilling ban-era crime
drama based (loosely) on the memoirs of FBI agent Eliot Ness (Kevin Costner), follows Ness's attempts to stop the ruthless Al Capone (Robert De Niro) and his gang of suave cronies. Fortunately, he is the incorruptible Irish cop Jimmy Malone, played by an Oscar winner Sean Connery, who died last month, by his side. Sidney Lumet's The Hill, also starring Connery, follows
immediately afterwards. The Shape of Water (2017) ★★★★★ Channel 4, 9.30pm Elisa (Sally Hawkins) is a mute who lives alone and works nights at the Occam Aerospace Research Centre with Guillermo del Toro's best picture winner. When he develops a strange relationship with The Asset (Doug Jones), an afthous humanoid creature that has studied government, he is
determined to free him. Hawkins radiates intensity; It's all very strange and beautiful, even because of del toro's high standards. Sunday 13 December Des O'Connor: The Ultimate Entertainer ITV, 9pm The star packed hours to celebrate the life and work of a man who for seven decades has maintained the place high ranks of the UK's most beloved entertainer. Famous as
endlessly pilloried (for his collusion and his obvious delight) on Morecambe and Wise show as his own talent, Des O'Connor, who died last month at 88, was a hard-grafting yet polished all-arounder. An outstanding singer and comedian, he has led accounts, sold out theatres, released an impressive 36 albums and hosted some of the longest running chat shows in BRITISH TV
history. Filming for this tribute began earlier this year after the pandemic forced O'Connor to take a break from fun, and it features some great - and often very entertaining - insights from family and showbiz friends, as well as there are exclusive clips of O'Connor's famous collection of hundreds of home theater reels. The predictably stellar line-up of contributors includes Sir Cliff
Richard, Melanie Sykes, Bradley Walsh, Elaine Paige, Jonathan Ross, Sheila Ferguson, Jimmy Tarbuck, Joe Pasquale, and famed US chat show host Jay Leno. GO Songs of Praise BBC One, 1.15pm The pre-Christmas treat with vocals by Andrea Bocelli, Britain's Got Talent winners Collabro and West End star Marisha Wallace, while Rev Kate Bottley takes on a Norfolk light
show and Katie Piper learns how angel hampers bring festive cheer to north London. His Dark Materials BBC One, 8.10pm The tempo accelerates in the penultimate episode as Lyra (Dafne Keen) and Will (Amir Wilson) are forced to flee Cittàgazze even as Oxford scholar Mary (Simone Kirby) arrives. In the meantime, at the Magisterium, news of Lyra's fate is broken, but an



unexpected source of help allows her to stay one step ahead of us. Mortimer &amp; Whitehouse: Gone Christmas Fishing BBC Two, 8.10pm There's a real jingle to this Yuletide edition as Middlesbrough-raised Bob Mortimer takes Whitehouse on a trip to fish the Esk and Tees in a bid to bait his old pal into festive spirit. Little Axe: Education on BBC One, 9pm The last of Steve
McQueen's five films is the quietest shocking. Sharlene Whyte is excellent as hard-pressed Agnes Smith, who in the early 1970s discovers her 12-year-old son, Kingsley (Kenyah Sandy), being badly let down by racist education policies by her local council. The Bee Gees: How to Repair a Broken Heart? Sky documentaries, 9pm Hollywood mover-and-shaker Frank Marshall
directs this enthusiastic tribute to the hugely successful pop brothers, thus ensuring there is a stellar line-up of contributors - from Chris Martin and Noel Gallagher to Justin Timberlake and the Jonas Brothers - to their love-up legacy. The Christmas adventures of Romesh Ranganathan on BBC Two, 9.10pm The comedian heads for a week in the Hebrides, relying on eccentric
local guide Sweeney to introduce him to the almost Caribbean pleasures (if it wasn't so cold) of Skye, Harris, Lewis and St Kilda. The South Bank Show Sky Arts, 10.45pm closing another lovely series, Melvyn Bragg talks about poet laureated Simon Armitage at the latest Magnetic field: A A Poems and how the West Yorkshire landscape not only stirred up the first poetic efforts,
but continued to be a lifelong inspiration. GO The Grinch (2018) ★★★★ ITV, 5.20pm If the best animation feels like soul nourishment, think of the adaptation of the beloved Dr Seuss tale as the spiritual equivalent of moreishly sugary cereal. Benedict Cumberbatch speaks with a sardinic American accent on the Grinch, but as a narrator, despite the trendy casting of singer Pharrell
Williams, the character seems completely true to the lovable curmudgeon originally created by Theodor Seuss Geisel. The Godfather (1972) ★★★★★ BBC Two, 10.10pm Endlessly quoted, copied and spore, is the first installment of Francis Ford Coppola's epic trilogy of one of the most influential films ever made, now believed to be a high watermark in American cinema. Marlon
Brando and Al Pacino (then relatively unknown) play American-Italian mafia boss Don Vito and his son and reluctant heir, Michael Corleone, caught up in the eternal struggle for power over crime and close ties. Mother! (2017) ★★★★★ Channel 4, 12.05pm Jennifer Lawrence is exceptional in this polarising film directed by Darren Aronofsky (Black Swan). It's a psychological
horror look inside an introverted worst nightmare: a young housewife (Lawrence) and her husband (Javier Bardem) find their relationship explored when more and more deranged uninvited guests (Ed Harris and Michelle Pfeiffer among them) visit their tranquil country home and refuse to leave. Monday 14 December The Real Full Monty: On Ice ITV, at 9pm Perhaps sensially,
long-time host and participant Alexander Armstrong has bowed out for the fourth iteration of the Emmy award-winning annual celebrity charity Stripper since being believed to be on the ice rink. Singer and presenter Coleen Nolan enters the infringement alongside the ever-playing Ashley Banjo in diversity with another two-parter, where they and some famous friends bare all to
raise awareness of cancer symptoms and the importance of early controls by encouraging sheding of body inhibitions. Should any further evidence be required of the importance of the issue, one of last year's participants, snooker player Willie Thorne, passed away from leukemia in June. This year's 11-man line-up includes former Woman's Hour presenter Dame Jenni Murray,
former Page Three girl Linda Lusardi, This Morning's Dr Zoe, Welsh rugby hero Gareth Thomas and jockey Bob Champion, who were either directly affected by cancer or seen suffering from those close to them. Dancing on Ice Dan Whiston will be choreographed, shortly before returning to the traditional celebrity ice dance competition (Jason Donovan and Myleene Klass are
among their competitors). The big performance closes tomorrow. GT Tiny Pretty Things Netflix Netflix continues to forays into the world of young adult fiction, this time adapting the book by Sona Charaipotra and Dhonielle Clayton, which tells the story of the three young hopefuls of Chicago's only elite school, whose student population e-love every month representatives of all
social strata and ethnicities. Britain's strongest man of 2020 Channel 5, 7pm Annual tradition as festive as shoots and to-do over the Pogues, the qualifier for the world's most powerful man competition begins in Sheffield. British champion Paul Benton is back in action alongside veteran Mark Felix and Scotland's Luke and Tom Stoltman. The Joy of Painting: Winter Specials BBC
Four, 7.30pm Bob Ross' meditative art classes will adopt the winter theme in the coming weeks, starting with a scene almost as soft and billowing as the awesome hair. Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat BBC Two, 8pm Giving herself permission to monkey around in the classics, Nigella Lawson this week tweaks a chocolate cookie, macaroni cheese and comfort-food chicken. The vicar
of Dibley at Lockdown BBC One, 8.55pm Geraldine Grainger's (Dawn French) online sermons will reach the summer when he reveals the exciting results of the village quiz and the less salty result of a night of advocaat. It's a paean of praise for the great outdoors (complete with excerpts from The Sound of Music) and a poignant tribute to her late verger, Alice (Emma Chambers,
who passed away in 2018) and the enduring power of friendship. Hospital BBC Two, 9pm Brings the story of the Royal Free Hospital almost completely up to date, this humiliating series finds the doubtful team begin preparing for a mass vaccination roll-out next year while ploughing through waiting lists and dealing with crippling staff shortages. GT Scott of Antarctica (1948) ★★★
BBC Two, 2.30pm This is one of Ealing Studios' more lavish productions (directed by Charles Frend), tells the story of Captain Robert Falcon Scott (played here by massive charm by John Mills) and his doomed 1910-12 expedition to the South Pole. The fact that the denouement has been known does not somewhat take away the drama, but the hostility of the Antarctic
environment ensures it is still exciting and largely faithful to Scott's diaries. The Lady in the Van (2015) ★★★★ BBC Four, 21: 21 years since Maggie Smith first played the dilapidated resident at the heart of the Alan Bennett game on which this film is based. That's six years longer than when the real lady who inspired him stubbornly parked outside the playwright Camden's house.
Time has only deepened Smith's ability to join this part and watching it recreate it with Nicholas Hytner's cozy screen adaptation is a treat. Viceroy's House (2017) ★★★ BBC Two, 12.30pm British-Indian director Gurinder Chadha was not yet born when the supposedly peaceful transfer of power from Britain to India took place in 1947, but the resulting horrors of Partition are the
subject of this solid film, which is involved in a serious-minded way the mess has made so many lives. Hugh Bonneville plays Lord Mountbatten, the last viceroy, and a scape goblin for a secret division plan by the British has been preparing for years. Tuesday 15 December Year that changed Love Channel 4, 10pm It would be tempting to dismiss this melodramatican film about
love during the lockdown. And initially the premise, which sees the crew follow seven people looking for love during the pandemic, seems more than a little cheesy. Stick with it, however, because the years that have changed love turn out to be a warm-hearted gem. Yes, some attendees, like 23-year-old Bradley, who immediately announces that he is desperate for, were clearly
chosen to be willing to spurt out, but amid the one-liners, some touching stories emerge. From Louise, 50, who dated after the breakdown of her marriage, to Ffion, 26, who has Down syndrome and can't see her boyfriend, these are tales of love, desire and loneliness. There are also some interesting scenarios: in Edinburgh, Jade and Claire move in together after just one date
(and despite Claire admitting that she's not the easiest person to live with). Meanwhile, in Bradford, they separated Dean and Emma to lock them up for the sake of his four-year-old son Cole. As the episode progresses, a handful of real love stories unfold. You'll be lucky to get through without shedding tears. SH Great British Christmas Menu BBC 2, 8pm The festive cooking
competition continues, with eight former champions tonight tackling edible snow globes and a brand new take on the Christmas selection box. They will be both competing and blind taste-testing each other as well – leading to some interesting results. Andi Oliver hosts, and tomorrow the first three chefs will compete in the final courses of a special Christmas feast. The Great
British Bake Off: The Winners Channel 4, 8pm Aware that much of the nation is now suffering from a sugar hangover after Peter Perfect's well-deserved victory last month, Channel 4 is helpfully easing its comedown with this reminder of previous winners and their best moments. This is the first episode of the first five, one of the series is Edd Kimber, who left his job as a debt
collector after his victory to become a chef writer, the series' fifth Nancy Birtwhistle, who in 2014 became the series' oldest winner in 60 years. Inside KFC is Christmas Channel 4, 9pm Another Day, another fly-on-the-wall documentary from Channel 4. This is one of the focuses of life behind famous chicken buckets with a look at how KFC is preparing for Christmas at a time of
lockdown. Would you like a burger with a sod, please? Christmas at Hampton Court Channel 5, 9pm historian Tracy Borman heads behind the walls of Hampton Court Palace for this special programme looking at how former residents spent Christmas, the excesses of the Tudor era (Henry VIII certainly enjoyed a KFC sauce burger) to today's more subdued celebrations. Margaret
Thatcher Night on BBC Four, from 9pm at a time following up on the latest series of The Crown, BBC Four devotes an evening of repeats to the former Prime Minister. The first is the final. a very British Revolution (9pm). This is followed by great speeches, looking at Geoffrey Howe's seismic 1990 resignation speech (10pm) and a chance to give Thatcher an encounter with Russell
Harty (10.20pm). Industry BBC 2, 9.15pm The horribly addictive drama series about the excesses of a lot of young city bankers continues. Christmas is coming, bonus time is approaching and the pressure mounting as Harper (Myha'la Herrold) faces a difficult decision and Gus (David Jonsson) starts to wonder if banking life is really on him. SH King of Kings (1961) ★★★ BBC
Two, 1.45pm This refreshingly serious biblical epic takes on the humble task of dramatising the life of Jesus, the birth and the ministry of crucifixion and resurrection. Jeffrey Hunter plays the son of God, Siobhán McKenna as his mother and Rip Torn plays Judas. The Roman invasion of Judea begins in Pompey in 65 B.C., and the appointment of King Herod; the rest, as they say,
is history. It is directed by Nicholas Ray (Rebel Without a Cause). Little Women (2019) ★★★ Sky Cinema Premiere, 8 p.m. It would be almost impossible to love Little Women more than Greta Gerwig did. Gerwig's star-studded film, led by Saoirse Ronan jo and Timothée Chalamet as Laurie, from Florence Pugh as Amy, gives a softly millennial sensibility. By Finest (2016) ★★★★
BBC Two, 12.30pm This fictional peek behind the scenes at the Ministry of Information during World War II is a rousing entertainer with which you can't help but play along. The head of the film department (Richard E Grant) brings in Catrin Cole (Gemma Arterton), a young writer, to bring a rare female eye to their screenplays. There's going to be some strife... Sam Claflin and Bill
Nighy also excel in this rosy, and when it comes to the politics of the world, surprisingly fine work. Wednesday 16 December Christmas Highclere Castle Channel 4, 9pm It has been a tough year for most tourist attractions, not least imposing homes that rely, to some extent, on the income of visitors to keep their silver polished and hedge-sheared. While the Downton Abbey effect
recedes into the distance, it is hoped that the small number of guests will still be able to visit Highclere Castle, where Julian Fellowes series was filmed. Nevertheless, the owners of the Hampshire pile - perhaps reluctantly, perhaps not - are inviting the cameras on their own once again. Brent Gundesen's two-part documentary follows the Earl and Countess of Carnarvon
overseeing a giant 22-foot Christmas tree, hundreds of metres of wreaths, thousands of trinkets and other assorted festive decorations courtesy of their loyal hench men. A real Carson, eyebrows and all, will he be one of them? This year's color scheme, they say, is green, gold and red. No, maybe, he tore up Christmas. but with a Victorian theme dominating and a looming view of
both a virtual gin cocktail party and some guided tours, there's also a race against time without which no such film would be complete. GT The Expanse Amazon Prime The fifth and penultimate season of this acclaimed drama - the natural successor to sci-fi series Battlestar Galactica - finds Chrisjen Avasarala (Shohreh Aghdashloo) and the crew of the Rocinante continuing their
efforts to thwart the Martian attack on Earth. Three new episodes land on Amazon today, with the rest arriving weekly. Vicky McClure's Dementia Choir Christmas on BBC One/BBC Two Wales, 7.30pm Eighteen months after her deeply moving documentary work on a chorus of dementia sufferers, Vicky McClure joins the singers for a performance at the English National Opera.
Paul O'Grady's Great British Escape ITV, 8pm Paul O'Grady completes the Kent odyssey of locals Pete and George, getting the low-down of the county's forbidden history: smuggling into Botany Bay, secret tunnels into the chalk white cliffs of Dover and plenty of booze. Portrait artist of the year 2020 Sky Arts, 8pm The double-bill climax: the three finalists first paint Eddie Izzard
and then the winner goes on to complete the £10,000 commission: a portrait of Carlos Acosta, now the director of the Birmingham Royal Ballet. Gordon, Gino &amp; Fred: Desperately Seeking Santa ITV, 9pm Gino D'Acampo has a letter from his daughter that delivers, Fred Sirieix hopes the Northern Lights and Gordon Ramsay want his fellow travelers to sample reindeer. Would
their goals in Lapland be in the midst of a blizzard of bants? Nine parts three stooges a part three musketeers. The Vanishing of Suzy Lamplugh Channel 5, 9pm Documentary filmmaker Marc Sigsworth tries to discover the pishes of estate agent Suzy Lamplugh, who went missing in July 1986. The focus is on John Cannan, a convicted rapist and murderer who has long been
associated with his disappearance. If the results are inconclusive, the studies are detailed and sensitive to treatment. 537 Votes sky documentaries, 9pm Billy Corben's excellent documentary about a truly contentious US election result examines the dangling Chads and the undervotes of Florida 2000. The excruciatingly painful story of young Cuban-American refugee Elián
González provides an instructive context. GT Holiday Affair (1949, b/w) ★★★★ BBC Two, 2.50pm Robert Mitchum deviated from the usual roles in Noirs and Western to make this early romantic comedy, directed by Don Hartman. A young widow played by Janet Leigh breaks between a boring businessman and a romantic but unsuccessful veteran who works as a salesman at
the New York department store Crowley's during the busy Christmas season. The inevitable meets cuteness, indecision, and finally, statement follows gentle predictability. The King's Speech (2010) ★★★★ BBC Two, 9pm Tom Hooper's mixing film of the future George VI struggles to overcome the stuttering of the nation The need won several Oscars, including deserved best
actor Colin Firth as the king. But this double involves Geoffrey Rush as the speech therapist Lionel Logue that gives the film its heart, and the doublehanders among them, courtesy of screenwriter David Seidler, are full and fascinating. The Duchess (2008) ★★★★ BBC Two, 12.35pm Saul Dibb's film usually simplifies the life of Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire and offers a
rather hygienic view of the 18th century. The dresses and wigs are as sumptuous as you want, and Ralph Fiennes is dry, trimmed and quizzically dominating turn as the Prince cracks. Thursday, December 17th in The Soul of America Sky documentaries, 9 p.m. Joe Biden won the U.S. election, feels that many millions of that soul of America have been saved. Historian and
presidential biographer Jon Meacham would probably agree, according to a thoughtful documentary based on his 2018 bestseller but filmed before the last election. It's a gentle look at Meacham's sudden promotion as managing editor of Newsweek at the age of 29, but more importantly, a study of how the United States has reached the Trump era. Trump is not an aberration,
says Meacham - on the contrary, nativism, isolationism and racism are eternal U.S. forces that ebb and flow, and history gives us the ability to understand the scope of America's current cultural wars. He points to key historical moments such as the Ku Klux Klan designed to make America great again during World War I in response to white anxiety about immigration, suffrasm
and Catholicism. He claims that America has previously been pulled back from its core instincts by leaders who have shown humility and empathy and acted fairly. Meacham's is a liberal view, but compelling for those who hope that in his words, Americans just voted for the right angels to trump their worst instincts. VP Nadiya's American Adventure BBC One, 8pm Nadiya Hussain
is seeking immigrant communities in California on the last leg of her food safari. Helping out in an LA halal taco truck that brings Together Latinos and Muslims and hearing immigrant stories makes Hussain reflect onto Bangladeshi heritage, bringing depth to this uplifting journey of glee. Tin Star: Liverpool Sky Atlantic, 8pm &amp; 9pm Merseyside awash with blood as this ultra-
violent murder mystery continues. Tim Roth's ex-cop Jack, whose one-liners add roguish charm to his sociopathic behavior, is a hoot. Meanwhile, Angela (Genevieve O'Reilly) plays a cat-and-mouse game with a would-be executioner. MasterChef: Professionals BBC One, 9pm This cheffing show has brought us a tasty help haute cuisine after a year spent avoiding restaurants. In
tonight's finale, the finalists will be given about three hours to beat up three courses to impress the jury trio. New Elizabethans with Andrew BBC Two, 9pm Andrew Marr's cheering series concludes with a celebration of pirates who have inaorated as Britain's industrial base has collapsed. These include lone geniuses like hovercraft inventor Christopher Cockerell and technology
wizard James Dyson. On Savoy Christmas TV, 9pm This visit to this luxury hotel combines lashings of Christmas tins with some quiet gems as a guest of Howell Harris, visiting for the first time since losing his mother, and new butler Michael, who grows emotional about this chance for a new beginning. Taskmaster Channel 4, 9pm Tonight's finale of the loonies competition is not a
laughing stock for them, but an excellent entertainment for us. The contestants' desperation to win puts the outcome of silly party games in the lead, as do the cutting criticisms of Greg Davies. Jerry Lewis: The Man Behind the Clown Sky Arts, 9pm This documentary celebrating comedy actor Jerry Lewis sees Martin Scorsese and Jean-Luc Goddard, among others, discuss the
fruitful bromance of Dean Martin, evolution of a director and writer, and popularity in France. VP The Bishop's Wife (1947, b/w) ★★★★★ BBC Two, 2.30pm Be careful what they pray for. This gentle and charming church romantic comedy stars David Niven as Henry Brougham, the harried bishop obsessed with making money from a new cathedral. After kneel and beg for divine
help, an angel (Cary Grant, at the best time of her life) descends and begins to see all sorts of good deeds—but Henry did not foresee the spark between his wife (Loretta Young) and their heavenly guest. Far from the Madding Crowd (2015) ★★★★ BBC Four, 8pm Thomas Vinterberg's lovely adaptation of Thomas Hardy's love rectangle will be the book's windstraded
soulfulness just right. Carey Mulligan is a perfect Bathsheba for our time - reflective and serious to the fault. It's just a shame that male co-stars (Matthias Schoenaerts, Tom Sturridge and Michael Sheen) never quite match her pace. Stephen Frears' modern update, Tamara Drewe, is at 11:25 p.m. Education (2009) ★★★★ BBC Two, 12.30pm Lone Scherfig's film, adapted by Nick
Hornby in Lynn Barber's coming-of-age memoir, returns to us to make the Sixties more square than swinging. Jenny (Carey Mulligan) is a bright, Twickenham sixth-was being prodded toward Oxford's parents until she meets David (Peter Sarsgaard), a Jewish wheeler-dealer who immediately introduces her to a high society, but is the kind of secret for which no textbook could
prepare her. Friday 18 December The Grand Tour presents: A Massive Hunt Amazon Prime with fabulously full throttle winter treat as Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May roar back onto Amazon just in time for Christmas on their latest road trip. This time they're out in the Indian Ccean for a high-octane treasure hunt in Madagascar.Not surprisingly, it makes no
mention of the island's biodiversity. Rather, they are drawn by terrible roads, which are extremely difficult to challenge in the Cars: Clarkson's sedan-equipped Bentley, Hammond's caterpillar-chain Ford Focus RS and May's chunky rubbery Caterham. The adventure begins on the neighbouring French island of Réunion (the eu's southest outpost), where a truly unique drag race
awaits the world's most expensive 12km concrete – a ring road built over the sea. In Madagascar, the search for the legendary pirate's long-buried ruby-studded golden cross takes them through some of the planet's most weary and bottom-blooded road surfaces. Foul-mouthed fun and laddish antics are pretty much non-stop. It may be the old shtick, but it is served with relish. GO
Inside the Steam Train Museum at Christmas Channel 5, 7 There are festive frolics from the rail enthusiasts at Bressingham Steam Museum as the vintage fire engine makes an appearance at the local Christmas lights parade, and manager Al has to take over in the grotto when Santa Claus goes missing. Cigar Box Blues: The Makers of a Revolution BBC Four, 7.30pm This
enjoyable short film explores the world of handmade three-string cigar box guitar, which, after a long association with the American blues tradition, has earned a fervent new following on this side of the lake, in post-industrial British cities. Sinkhole: Africa Animal Oasis BBC 2, 8pm The rains back at Mwiba Wildlife Reserve and presenters Chris Packham and Ella Al-Shamahi are
there to observe the many herbivores drawn as the area around the sinkhole returns to lush pasture - and predators who follow them. George Clarke's Amazing Spaces: Winter World Tour Channel 4, 8pm In the enforced absence of new homes to show, George Clarke takes us on a tour of the most eccentric, breathtaking and magical architectural discoveries from four previous
winter breaks in Norway, Finland, the Alps and Canada. Have I Got 2020 News For You BBC One, 9pm; NI, 12.05am During the show's transition to pandemic, the stork-based remote video links to more successful Perspex-swathed studio performances by virtual audiences are the defining feature of this compilation of the record-breaking 60th series' best bits. The Sound of TV
with Neil Brand BBC Four, 9pm At the end of an immersive series, Neil Brand talks about composer George Fenton (who wrote the scores for everything from Blue Planet to The Jewel in the Crown) exploring how, in the age of HBO, Netflix, and Amazon, TV music has become richer and more ambitious than ever. The Graham Norton Show on BBC One, 10.45pm; N Ireland,
11.15pm Netflix is the dominant theme tonight with stars George Clooney, Viola Davies and Vanessa Kirby promoting three new productions for the streaming giant; Also, Michael Sheen and David Tennant reprise the double act of Stage and Michael Ball and Alfie Boe perform. GO Today Rainey's Black Bottom (2020) ★★★★ Netflix When Chadwick Boseman died in August
aged 43, we saw almost everything he achieved - but only a fraction of what he could do. Amazingly talented actor left another role in the editing room: the raging, fast-tempered trumpeter Levee in this adaptation of August Wilson's big play, directed by George C Wolfe. This is the story of struggling black musicians from 1940s Chicago and it hits me like a steam locomotive. It's a
Wonderful Life (1946, b/w) ★★★★★ Film4, 3:15 Starring James Stewart as a desperate family man contemplating suicide the night before Christmas, before his guardian angel (Henry Travers) intervenes, Frank Capra's film flopped for release, but became hugely influential thanks to a barrage of TV shows during the late 1970s after some quirks of copyright ceased. This mother
lode festive flicks and cut seasonal schedules around the world. Happy Prince (2018) ★★★★ on BBC Two at 9pm Rupert Everett played a dying Oscar Wilde, and perhaps that's why the film's directorial debut debuted. Jowly and lumberjack, mow-faced under prosthetics, the Wilde is on a fast track to forgetting, frittering away the last inchmes of joys of the body. There are real
virtues of the film's relative lack of Polish: the story wins a seamy force of rough edges, an exploratory style, even a somewhat unstable editing. Television trailers for Sarah Hughes (SH), Gerard O'Donovan (GO), Vicki Power (VP) and Gabriel Tate (GT) (GT)
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